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flavor—not eliminating anything from your diet.
With a profession that has him constantly
developing and tasting new recipes, chef Bobby
Flay does not eschew any foods: bread, bacon,
and butter are still all on the table. His secret to
staying healthy is to have on hand an arsenal of
low-calorie flavor bombs—like rubs, relishes, and
marinades—to transform lean proteins, whole
grains, and fresh produce into craveworthy
meals at home. In Bobby Flay Fit, Bobby shares
smoothies and juices, breakfast bowls, snacks to
fuel workouts, hearty salads, nourishing soups,
satisfying dinners, and lightened-up desserts.
With fitness tips and a look into the chef’s daily
healthy routines, this cookbook is for those who
want to eat right without overhauling their
pantries or sacrificing taste.
La nouvelle cuisine faite maison Gordon
Ramsay 2017-09-13 Gordon Ramsay a beau être
le chef britannique aux 10 étoiles, il sait que les
recettes simples et rapides font souvent les
meilleurs plats. C’est la philosophie de son
restaurant Bread Street Kitchen. Retrouvez plus
de 100 recettes de saison adaptées du menu du
restaurant le plus cool de la City de Londres.
Réalisables en un tour de main, elles répondent
à toutes les occasions. Dîner entre amis, plats
uniques pour les soirs de la semaine, brunch du
dimanche, petites faims ou menu à partager
avec toute la famille... Les traditions culinaires
du monde entier sont convoquées dans ce livre
convivial qui donne envie de se régaler... comme
à la maison.
The Paris Cookbook Patricia Wells 2001-10-24
When acclaimed cookbook author Patricia Wells
moved to Paris in 1980, she had no idea it would
be "for good." In the two decades since, she has

Gordon Ramsay's Just Desserts Gordon
Ramsay 2003 The master chef shares his secrets
for preparing great desserts for every occasion,
using step-by-step instructions for teaching a
wide variety of methods, from roasting fruit to
rolling classic cookies. Reprint.
Gordon Ramsay Quick and Delicious Gordon
Ramsay 2020-09-01 Create chef-quality food
without spending hours in the kitchen -- these
are the recipes and straightforward tips you
need to make good food fast. With unlimited
access to recipes, why does anyone need another
cookbook? Because not all recipes are born
equal. Not all of them have been created by a
global superstar chef who has built his
reputation on delivering the very best food -whether that's the ultimate fine dining
experience at his 3 Michelin-star Restaurant,
Gordon Ramsay, or the perfectly crafted burger
from his Las Vegas burger joint. Over the course
of his stellar career, Gordon has learned every
trick in the trade to create dishes that taste
fantastic and that can be produced without fail
during even the busiest of days. Armed with that
knowledge, he has written an inspired collection
of recipes for the time-pressed home cook who
doesn't want to compromise on taste or flavor.
The result is 100 tried and tested recipes that
you'll find yourself using time and again. All the
recipes take 30 minutes or less and use readily
available ingredients that are transformed into
something special with Gordon's no-nonsense
approach to delicious food.
Bobby Flay Fit Bobby Flay 2017-12-05 Cook,
eat, and be fit with 200 recipes from Bobby Flay,
whose approach to healthy eating is all about
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become one of the world's most beloved food
writers, sharing her deep passion for her
adopted home and teaching millions of
Americans how to cook real French food. In this
new book, Patricia leads readers on a fascinating
culinary exploration of the City of Moveable
Feasts. Both a recipe book and a gastronomic
guide, The Paris Cookbook covers all facets of
the city's dynamic food scene, from the threestar cuisine of France's top chefs, to traditional
bistro favorites, to the prized dishes of cheesemakers, market vendors, and home cooks.
Gathered over the years, the 150 recipes in this
book represent the very best of Parisian cooking:
a simple yet decadent creamy white bean soup
from famed chef Joël Robuchon; an effortless
seared veal flank steak from Patricia's
neighborhood butcher; the ultimate chocolate
mousse from La Maison du Chocolat; and much
more. In her trademark style, Patricia explains
each dish clearly and completely, providing
readers with helpful cooking secrets, wine
accompaniments, and métro directions to each
featured restaurant, café, and market. Filled
with gorgeous black-and white photographs and
Patricia's own personal stories, The Paris
Cookbook offers an unparalleled taste of
France's culinary capital. You may not be able to
visit Paris, but this book will bring its many
charms home to your table.
A table en moins de 30 min Gordon Ramsay
2019-11-27
Cooking Like a Master Chef Graham Elliot
2015-10-27 In the first cookbook from Graham
Elliot, cohost of the popular Fox series
MasterChef and MasterChef Junior, 100
deliciously creative recipes show home cooks the
basics of cooking and combining flavors—and
then urge them to break the rules and put their
own spin on great meals. Graham Elliot wants
everyone to cook. To push up their sleeves and
get some good food on the table. It’s Graham’s
simple philosophy that, while there is no right or
wrong when it comes to creativity in the kitchen,
you will benefit from knowing some timehonored methods that enable you to serve tasty
meals to your family day after day, week after
week. So, to teach you his methods and infuse
some fun into the process, he’s written Cooking
Like a Master Chef, an easygoing, accessible
guide for the home cook to create delicious,
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beautiful food for every occasion. Grouped by
season (without being a strictly seasonal cooking
book), Graham’s 100 recipes are illustrated with
gorgeous, full-color photographs and
accompanied by simple, straightforward
instructions—with great twists for every palate.
That’s because being a top-notch chef or a
talented home cook means being a free thinker,
spontaneous, like a jazz musician. Cooks need to
change the music every so often—once they’re
comfortable with the basics—to stay on their
toes and infuse their routine with new
excitement and energy. Here you’ll find recipes
for pork chops with root beer BBQ sauce, halibut
BLTs, buffalo chicken with Roquefort cream,
corn bisque with red pepper jam and lime
crema, smoked salmon with a dill schmear and
bagel chips, truffled popcorn, and much more.
Kids will love whipped yams with roasted turkey,
potato gnocchi with brown butter, PBJ beignets,
and classic banana splits. It’s no wonder so
many people love Graham and his energetic
creativity in the kitchen. With Cooking Like a
Master Chef, now you can learn to be a skilled,
resourceful, and endlessly inventive cook who
makes food everyone, adults and kids alike, will
absolutely relish.
Ramsay's Best Menus Gordon Ramsay 2010 To
complement his new TV series, 'Ramsay's Best
Restaurants', Gordon Ramsay has selected not
just his favourite menus from cuisines from all
over the world, but also the perfect spring,
summer, autumn and winter menus.
Humble Pie Gordon Ramsay 2010-04-01
Everyone thinks they know the real Gordon
Ramsay: rude, loud, driven, stubborn. But this is
his real story...
Medicine and Technology in Canada, 1900-1950
Allison Kirk-Montgomery 2008 "Over the past
two centuries, technology has played a
significant role in the understanding, diagnosis,
and treatment of disease in Canada. Technology
-- in the form of instruments, devices, machines,
drugs, and systems -- has aided medical science,
altered medical practice, and changed the illness
experience of patients. Nineteenth-century
medical technology consisted of predominantly
surgical and diagnostic instruments used by
individual practitioners. By the twentieth
century, large, hospital–based technologies
operated by teams emerged as powerful tools in
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the identification and management of disease
[...] Our selection of diseases, research
initiatives, and medical treatments highlights
larger patterns in medicine, identifies Canadian
contributions, and considers the impact of these
innovations on Canadian society. In this
fifty–year period, public health initiatives limited
the spread of contagious diseases and addressed
the problem of impure water and milk. Medical
practitioners used X–rays to diagnose
tuberculosis and to treat cancer. The discovery
of insulin in Toronto in 1921–22 offered a
management therapy for diabetes patients, who
were otherwise facing certain death.
Livres hebdo 2008
Gordon Ramsay Makes It Easy Gordon
Ramsay 2006 Shows how you can eat great food
at home, without breaking the bank or spending
hours in the kitchen. This is a collection of
dishes featuring flavour combinations and
uncomplicated cooking methods. The recipes
cater for every occasion - from breakfast
through to dinner, informal and formal, for
friends and family, for grown-ups and kids.
The Art of French Baking Ginette Mathiot
2011-11-05 From éclairs to soufflés and
macaroons to madeleines, when it comes to
desserts, no one does it better than the French.
Beautiful, elegant and delicious, French desserts
are easy to create at home as only a few basic
recipes are needed to make some of the world's
most renowned cakes and tarts. The Art of
French Baking is the definitive collection of
authentic French pastry and dessert recipes.
From Tarte Tatin and Hazelnut Petit Fours to
Cherry Tartlets and Choux Buns, it contains
more than 350 simple recipes that anyone can
follow at home. The book also includes details of
basic equipment and techniques and information
on how to troubleshoot common baking
problems. Along with beautiful photographs and
illustrations throughout, The Art of French
Baking is an inspiring collection to celebrate the
sweet tastes of France. The book was translated
and edited by Parisian home cook, Clotilde
Dusoulier, of the famed food blog
chocolateandzucchini.com.
Gordon Ramsay - À table en moins de 30 minutes
Gordon Ramsay 2019-11-27 « Je n’ai jamais
transigé avec les saveurs, mais j’ai appris au l
des années pas mal d’astuces pour gagner du
livre-100-recettes-gordon-ramsay-me

temps. Ce livre réunit mes recettes
incontournables quand on manque de temps
pour cuisiner. » Dif cile d’imaginer reproduire la
cuisine d’un grand chef étoilé à la maison sans y
passer des heures. Et pourtant, Gordon Ramsay
nous livre ici ses secrets pour cuisiner de
délicieux repas express. Découvrez 100 recettes
savoureuses à réaliser en moins de 30 minutes
pour ne plus perdre de temps en cuisine.
The History of Tom Jones Henry Fielding 1831
A Chef for All Seasons Gordon Ramsay 2005
Ramsay, a rugby player turned U.K. superchef,
has done a rare thing: he's created a chef's
cookbook of impeccable yet unfussy food that's
truly approachable.
Livres de France 2006
Imagining Contagion in Early Modern Europe
Claire L. Carlin 2005-10-14 The ideological
underpinnings of early modern theories of
contagion are dissected in this volume by an
integrated team of literary scholars, cultural
historians, historians of medicine and art
historians. Even today, the spread of disease
inspires moralizing discourse and the ostracism
of groups thought responsible for contagion; the
fear of illness and the desire to make sense of it
are demonstrated in the current preoccupation
with HIV, SARS, 'mad cow' disease, West Nile
virus and avian flu, to cite but a few
contemporary examples. Imagining Contagion in
Early Modern Europe explores the nature of
understanding when humanity is faced with
threats to its well-being, if not to its very
survival.
Let's Cook French, a Family Cookbook Claudine
Pepin 2020-12-22 Introduces young readers to
the art of French cooking.
Gordon Ramsay's Healthy Appetite Gordon
Ramsay 2008 Ramsay--super-fit chef, marathon
runner, and high-energy television personality-has put together more than 100 dishes for eating
well and staying in the peak of good health.
Color photographs throughout.
The Silver Spoon Book of Pasta 2009
Following on from the international best-seller
The Silver Spoon- the Italian cooking bible- the
Silver Spoon Book of Pastapresents a collection
of 350 definitive pasta recipes for all lovers of
the iconic Italian dish. From spaghetti alla
carbonara to orecchiette with broccoli, it
combines classic pasta dishes from The Silver
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Spoonwith a range of new recipes collected by
the same team behind the Italian classic and
published in English for the first time.
Gordon Ramsay’s Playing with Fire Gordon
Ramsay 2009-01-26 Not a sausage. That is what
Gordon Ramsay had when he started out as a
chef, working 16-hour days, 6 days a week.
When he was struggling to get his first
restaurant in the black, he didn't think he'd be
famous for a TV show about how to run
profitable eateries, or that he'd be head of a
business empire. But he is and he did. Here's
how.
French Pastries and Desserts by Lenôtre
Team of Chefs at Lenôtre Paris 2021-11-30 More
than 200 recipes from Gaston Lenôtre’s classic
cookbook, fully updated for the modern chef
along with spectacular new photography. Gaston
Lenôtre, the legendary master French pâtissier,
was revered for having made desserts lighter
and more delicious; his techniques continue to
influence pastry chefs in France and around the
world. This new edition of the now cult
cookbook—first published in English in 1977 as
Lenôtre’s Desserts and Pastries—has been
updated in collaboration with the chefs at
Lenôtre Paris and two of the founder’s children.
Two hundred essential recipes include croissants, éclairs, crêpes, mille-feuilles, baba au
rhum, molten chocolate cake, lemon meringue
pie, and mango tartlet. The chefs at Lenôtre
Paris—who run a world-class cooking
school—have adapted the recipes for amateur
bakers and experienced professionals alike who
seek inspiration from the rich tradition of
Lenôtre’s French pâtisserie.
Beat Bobby Flay Bobby Flay 2021 "From the
hit Food Network show"--Cover.
La nouvelle cuisine faite maison Gordon Ramsay
2017-09-13 Gordon Ramsay a beau être le chef
britannique aux 10 étoiles, il sait que les
recettes simples et rapides font souvent les
meilleurs plats. C'est la philosophie de son
restaurant Bread Street Kitchen. Retrouvez plus
de 100 recettes de saison adaptées du menu du
restaurant le plus cool de la City de Londres.
Réalisables en un tour de main, elles répondent
à toutes les occasions. Dîner entre amis, plats
uniques pour les soirs de la semaine, brunch du
dimanche, petites faims ou menu à partager
avec toute la famille... Les traditions culinaires
livre-100-recettes-gordon-ramsay-me

du monde entier sont convoquées dans ce livre
convivial qui donne envie de se régaler... comme
à la maison.
A Civil Society James Smith Allen 2022-05 A
Civil Society explores the struggle to initiate
women as full participants in the masonic
brotherhood that shared in the rise of France's
civil society and its "civic morality" on behalf of
women's rights. As a vital component of the third
sector during France's modernization,
freemasonry empowered women in complex
social networks, contributing to a more liberal
republic, a more open society, and a more
engaged public culture. James Smith Allen
shows that although women initially met with
stiff resistance, their induction into the
brotherhood was a significant step in the
development of French civil society and its "civic
morality," including the promotion of women's
rights in the late nineteenth century. Pulling
together the many gendered facets of masonry,
Allen draws from periodicals, memoirs, and
archival material to account for the rise of
women within the masonic brotherhood in the
context of rapid historical change. Thanks to
women's social networks and their attendant
social capital, masonry came to play a leading
role in French civil society and the rethinking of
gender relations in the public sphere.
Throw a Great Party Mary Bartlett 2007-10
Recipes are for 25 servings and 100 servings.
"Inspired by Paris' best underground dining
experience, the Jim Haynes dinners, this book
celebrates the whole concept of hospitality and
entertaining. This practical easy-to-follow guide
offers complete planning, budgeting, shopping,
storage, cooking, and serving tips. The collection
of tasty international recipes and menus range
from traditional to exotic and are proven crowd
pleasers"--P. [4] of cover.
Araxi James Walt 2009 James Walt has been
recognized by the Globe and Mail as "one of the
top seven chefs in the country." He spent four
years at Sooke Harbour House before joining
Araxi in 1998. After opening Blue Water Cafe, he
was appointed executive chef to the Canadian
embassy in Rome and has been invited to cook at
the James Beard House in New York City three
times. Walt lives in the nearby Pemberton
Valley.
Gordon Ramsay's Ultimate Home Cooking
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Gordon Ramsay 2013-08-29 'My rules are
simple. Home cooking has to be easy. It got to
be fast. It's got to be delicious. If you think you
can't cook amazing food at home, think again.
I'm going to prove that however busy you are it's
still possible to cook stunning food. These are
the only recipes you'll ever need.' GORDON
RAMSAY Gordon Ramsay's Ultimate Home
Cooking is a collection of over 120 delicious new
recipes that are infused with Gordon's expertise
and skill gleaned from his years in professional
kitchens. Divided into chapters to see you
through the whole day from weekday breakfasts
through to Saturday night dinners, the book is
all about the pleasure of cooking and sharing the
very best home-cooked food with family and
friends. AS SEEN ON CHANNEL 4 Learn how to
cook incredible, flavoursome dishes in just ten
minutes with Ramsay in 10, the new book out
14/10/21.
À la Maison Victoire Loup 2020-08-15 On
n'aura jamais vu autant de chefs cuisiner à la
maison qu'en 2020 : des femmes et des hommes
que l'on imagine exclusivement derrière des
fourneaux professionnels, du mardi au samedi et
de midi à minuit. Ces derniers temps, ils nous
ont offert un amuse-bouche sans pareil et attisé
notre curiosité jusque dans leurs foyers. À La
Maison est un livre absolument inédit : un
recueil de soixante recettes et anecdotes qui
lèvent le voile sur l'intimité culinaire de grands
chefs à travers la France. Comme un menu
dégustation découvert à l'aveugle, impossible de
deviner les secrets que les chefs vont nous
dévoiler : leur petit commis en culotte courte, le
vieux vinyle qui tourne en boucle, l'ustensile
indispensable ou le tablier fétiche déniché à
l'étranger.100% des bénéfices de cet ouvrage
sont reversés à l'association Ernest, qui
distribue des paniers de produits bio à des
familles en situation difficile.Avec À La Maison,
vous réaliserez des recettes chez vous, inspirés
par des chefs cuisinant chez eux, pour ainsi
permettre à de nombreuses familles de cuisiner
chez elles. Comme le sentiment magique de
partager tous ensemble le même repas.
Jacques Derrida and the Institution of
French Philosophy Vivienne Orchard
2017-12-02 "Jacques Derrida (1930-2004) was
unquestionably one of the most celebrated and
reviled French thinkers of the last thirty years.
livre-100-recettes-gordon-ramsay-me

Outside France his influence in comparative
literature circles, through deconstruction and
other ideas, has been so profound that his
personal role as a leader of contemporary
French philosophy has been almost overlooked.
Perhaps because there is no equivalent in
English-speaking countries to the timetabling of
philosophy in the French education system,
writers on Derrida outside France have not fully
appreciated the importance of this political and
cultural struggle. In this ground-breaking book,
Orchard examines a hard-fought debate of great
importance not only to Derrida himself, but also
to France's idea of what studying 'philosophy'
might mean after the student uprisings of 1968."
Gordon Ramsay Bread Street Kitchen Gordon
Ramsay 2016-10-20 'If you think you can't eat as
well at home as you do in a restaurant - think
again. I'm going to show you how to cook
stunning recipes from Bread Street Kitchen at
home.' GORDON RAMSAY From breakfast to
dinner and everything in between, this is a
collection of 100 fresh new recipes from Gordon
Ramsay and the award-winning team at Bread
Street Kitchen. Like the restaurant itself, the
book is all about relaxed and sociable eating,
using fresh ingredients, simple techniques all
delivered with the signature Gordon Ramsay
stamp so that you know it's going to be good.
Recipes include Ricotta Hotcakes with
Honeycomb Butter - perfect for a weekend
brunch, Sea Trout with Clams or a Crispy Duck
Salad for a weekday supper. For a weekend get
together, get things off to a good start with a
Bread Street Kitchen Rum Punch and Slow Roast
Pork Belly with Apple & Cinnamon Sauce,
followed by Pineapple Carpaccio with Coconut
Sorbet or a super indulgent Coconut Strawberry
Trifle. Learn how to cook incredible,
flavoursome dishes in just ten minutes with
Ramsay in 10, the new book out 14/10/21.
Cooking for Friends Gordon Ramsay
2011-09-01 "Cooking for Friends" contains more
than 100 of Ramsay's favorite recipes that he
loves to cook and eat with friends and family-uncomplicated recipes featuring the chef's
remarkable feeling for flavor and his
extraordinary technical know-how.
Feminizing the Fetish Emily Apter 2018-03-15
Shoes, gloves, umbrellas, cigars that are not just
objects—the topic of fetishism seems both
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bizarre and inevitable. In this venturesome and
provocative book, Emily Apter offers a fresh
account of the complex relationship between
representation and sexual obsession in turn-ofthe-century French culture. Analyzing works by
authors in the naturalist and realist traditions as
well as making use of documents from a
contemporary medical archive, she considers
fetishism as a cultural artifact and as a subgenre
of realist fiction. Apter traces the web of
connections among fin-de-siècle representations
of perversion, the fiction of pathology, and the
literary case history. She explores in particular
the theme of "female fetishism" in the context of
the feminine culture of mourning, collecting, and
dressing.
Araxi James Walt 2016-08-03 Gordon Ramsay
calls it the best restaurant in Canada. The chefs
at Araxi Restaurant and Oyster Bar call it a
celebration of where they live. In this follow-up
to their James Beard-nominated cookbook,
award-winning chef James Walt and his team
share 80 classic recipes from Araxi’s dining
room and signature Longtable events, all
adapted for delicious home cooking.
Gordon Ramsay's World Kitchen Gordon Ramsay
2009 What do you fancy for dinner tonight?
Italian? Chinese? French? With so many
varieties of cuisine on offer in our increasingly
global lives, Gordon Ramsay has put together a
collection of his favourite recipes from around
the world.
Gordon Ramsay's Home Cooking Gordon
Ramsay 2013-04-09 Cook with confidence and
find inspiration with Gordon Ramsay's fun,
delicious recipes for novice cooks and
experienced chefs alike. Based on a new cooking
show, this book will give experienced as well as
novice cooks the desire, confidence and
inspiration to get cooking. Ramsay will offer
simple, accessible recipes with a "wow" factor.
Gordon has travelled the world from India and
the Far East to LA and Europe, and the recipes
in this book will draw all these culinary
influences together to show us simple, vibrant
and delicious recipes that reflect the way we eat
today. For example: Miso braised salmon fillet
with Asian vegetables, Pork and Bacon slider
with home made bbq sauce, Curried Sweetcorn
Soup, Wild Mushroom Risotto Arrancini, and
Baked Lemon Cheesecake with Raspberries.
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Each chapter will concentrate on a different
area of cooking--from the classics to the secret
of cooking with Chili and spice, through
roasting, baking, and helpful sections on cooking
good food for less and cooking for a crowd.
Woven into the book will be useful tricks and
tips--from ways to save time and money, to
cleaning and prepping ingredients, to pan frying
like a pro. Stuffed full of delicious recipes,
invaluable tips and lashings of Gordon's
trademark cheeky wit, Gordon Ramsay's Home
Cooking is the ultimate cooking lesson from the
ultimate chef.
As Cooked on TikTok TikTok 2022-06-14
Featuring both viral and brand-new recipes from
many of the community’s most beloved TikTok
food creators! “This cookbook is full of some of
TikTok’s biggest trends, displaying innovative
cooking and fun dishes to make at
home.”—Gordon and Tilly Ramsay, from the
foreword Bring the fun to your kitchen with
some of the most popular recipes you know and
love from the entertainment platform with more
than one billion users globally! Featuring over
sixty recipes from more than forty food creators
on the platform, As Cooked on TikTok offers
something different and delicious on every page.
There’s The Ultimate Breakfast Sandwich from
The Korean Vegan, Grilled Jalapeño Corn Off the
Cob from Cooking with Shereen, Ramen
Carbonara from Cooking with Lynja, Bang Bang
Shrimp from Newt, and Strawberry Cream Puffs
from ScheckEats—plus tips and techniques from
TikTok star chefs like Ming Tsai, Alex
Guarnaschelli, and The Pasta Queen, among
others. Each recipe has not only been tested and
vetted for home kitchens, but also includes a QR
code to scan so you can go straight to that
creator’s page. It’s like making a meal with the
creator right in your kitchen with you!
The Hell's Kitchen Cookbook Hell's Kitchen
2015-10-27 The official companion cookbook
from the enormously popular Fox cooking
competition show. Hell's Kitchen debuted in
2005 on Fox and is currently in in its 14th
season. On the show, one explosive, charismatic
Head Chef oversees 16 chefs as they battle it out
to win a job as Head Chef of top restaurant with
a total prize value of $250,000. In each episode
the chefs are put to the test in a skill's-based
challenge, and must follow it up by completing
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dinner service at the exclusive Hell's Kitchen
restaurant set in Los Angeles. Now, in their first
ever cookbook, readers will learn how to
recreate over one hundred of the contestant's
delectable, restaurant-worthy dishes in their
own home and will be given access to the
recipes, menus, and behind-the-scenes secrets
that they've been craving!
Patisserie of Dreams Philippe Conticini
2014-06-01 La Pâtisserie des Rêves (translating
literally as The Patisserie of Dreams) is the name
of the world famous French pastry shops; the
brainchild of pastry chef Philippe Conticini and
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entrepreneur and hotelier Thierry Teyssier. With
four shops already open in France, the first shop
in London will open in February, bringing
traditional French patisserie with a modern twist
to the British capital. Their recipe book of the
same name published in French in 2012 is
published in English to coincide with this
historic opening. The book contains over 70
recipes for their signature pastries, recipes
include the traditional Saint Honoré (choux
pastry, cream and caramel topping) and ParisBrest (choux pastry with praline cream and
praline sauce).
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